MY LIE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL SINCE THE GARDEN WHEN I TOLD EVE SHE WOULD NOT SURELY DIE WHEN SHE SINNED!* WE CAN'T BE SATISFIED, THOUGH, WITH ONLY THESE LARGE NUMBERS.

*GEN. 3:4
WE MUST DEVISE AN EVIL PLAN TO DECEIVE THE CHRISTIANS BACK INTO SPIRITUAL DEATH.

MASTER, IF OUR TEACHINGS COME THROUGH SOME FRIENDLY, SMOOTH-TALKING, CLEAN-CUT PREACHERS USING FINE-SOUNDING ARGUMENTS, THEY WON’T EVEN THINK THIS IS A POSSIBILITY. HENCE, MANY CHRISTIANS WILL BELIEVE THEM, BE PUT OFF GUARD OR LULLED TO SLEEP AND TURN FROM GOD AND THEIR SALVATION.

COL. 2:4; 2 PET. 3:17
SINCE MOST CHRISTIANS AREN’T STUDYING THE BIBLE FOR THEMSELVES, THAT WILL WORK VERY WELL. CHRISTIANS TEND TO JUST TRUST THEIR PREACHER. TO ASSURE THAT WE WILL RECAPTURE MORE SOULS WE’LL ALSO PRODUCE VARIOUS ‘STUDY BIBLES’ WITH OUR THOUGHTS IN THE NOTES.

MOST WILL THINK THESE NOTES ARE INSPIRED AND OUR WORK WILL SPREAD FASTER AND WITHOUT CHALLENGE. OUR PREACHERS MUST BE GOOD SPEAKERS AND DECLARE SOME BIBLE TRUTHS ALONG WITH OUR POISONOUS MESSAGE. I KNOW JUST THE MEN TO USE.
SUNDAY MORNING

YOU CANNOT OUT SIN THE GRACE OF GOD!

IT IS NOT LYING, CHEATING, STEALING, RAPING, MURDERING, OR BEING UNFAITHFUL THAT SENDS PEOPLE TO HELL.

YOU CAN’T TELL A CARNAL BELIEVER FROM A LOST MAN.

SUPPORT STANDEY FINANCIALLY!
ELSEWHERE...

IF A PROFESSING BELIEVER TURNS AWAY FROM GOD IT SHOWS HE WAS NEVER SAVED TO BEGIN WITH.

SIN DOES NOT RESULT IN SPIRITUAL DEATH FOR THE BELIEVER ...GOD PROMISES THAT ALL THINGS WILL ULTIMATELY WORK OUT FOR OUR GOOD, AND THAT INCLUDES THE WORST THING OF ALL: SIN.
KING DAVID DIDN’T LOSE HIS SALVATION WHEN HE WAS IN ADULTERY AND MURDER.

THIS IS TRUE, SO YOU CAN COMMIT ADULTERY ON YOUR HUSBAND AND REMAIN A CHRISTIAN.

MY SPECIAL SERVANTS STANDEY AND MACDARThUR ARE DOING AN OUTSTANDING JOB WITH OUR MESSAGE! THEY HAVE ALREADY MISLED MULTITUDES AND WE HAVE RECAPTURED MILLIONS OF SOULS BECAUSE OF THEM. WE MUST SPREAD OUR MESSAGE THROUGH THEM ALL OVER THE WORLD, THUS MAKING THEM FINANCIALLY PROSPEROUS AND EXPANDING THEIR INFLUENCE.
MASTER, OUR SPECIAL MEN ALSO HAVE GREAT INFLUENCE AMONG TENS OF THOUSANDS OF PASTORS AND MINISTRIES. EVEN SOME PASTORS WHO WEREN’T OURS ARE NOW TEACHING SIMILARLY AND THOSE WHO REJECT OUR MESSAGE AREN’T PREACHING AGAINST IT ANYMORE LIKE THEY ONCE DID!

MY LIE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL SINCE THE GARDEN WHEN I TOLD EVE SHE WOULD NOT SURELY DIE WHEN SHE Sinned!* WE CAN’T BE SATISFIED, THOUGH, WITH ONLY THESE LARGE NUMBERS.

*Gen. 3:4
HAVE OUR MEN ALSO TEACH MY LIE AS THE 'GOSPEL' AND 'GRACE' AND GET OUR RADIO AND TV STATIONS, OUR BOOK PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS TO PROMOTE STANDEY AND MACDARTHUR AND OTHERS LIKE THEM FULL FORCE. I WANT EVERY SOUL BACK THAT I LOST!

WE ALREADY HAVE ALMOST ALL SEMINARIES AND MINISTRIES, INCLUDING THE 'APOLOGISTS,' COUNTER-CULT PEOPLE, THE SO-CALLED 'BIBLE-ANSWER MAN' AND EVEN RELIGIOUS BOOKSTORES. BUT YES, MASTER, WE'LL SEE THAT OUR SPECIAL SPOKESMEN ARE PROMOTED EVEN MORE, AS YOU WISH.
MOST PROFESSING CHRISTIANS ARE ALREADY ASLEEP OR BARELY ALIVE AS THEY PURSUE PAYING OFF THEIR DEBTS, GOING TO CHURCH PICNICS OR TO THE BEACH AND WATCHING TV. THEY ALSO THINK OUR MEN ARE GODLY AND SOUND IN DOCTRINE BECAUSE THEY ARE POPULAR AND USE RELIGIOUS TERMS.

MY TEACHING OF ETERNAL SECURITY, ALSO KNOWN AS ONCE SAVED ALWAYS SAVED OR THE PERSEVERANCE OF THE SAINTS, IS THE BEST LIE I’VE EVER DEVISED AGAINST THE RIGHTEOUS. CHANCES ARE, IF YOU ARE LIKE MOST, I WILL DECEIVE AND RECAPTURE YOU TOO.
Lessons To Be Learned
From Satan’s Great Scheme

1) The Bible speaks of the schemes of the devil (Eph. 6:11) and teachings that originate from demons (1 Tim. 4:1). Such doctrines will always be designed to counter Bible truth and lead precious souls away from the Lord Jesus Christ.

2) So-called “study Bibles” contain notes in them that were written by uninspired man. These notes are not always an aid but an actual hindrance to Christianity when they express the teaching of eternal security (and other false teachings). The devil has been successful in deceiving many through such notes. You would be much better off to get a Bible with no “notes,” but one which only has related Scripture verses linked together. Such will help protect you from many of the false doctrines being pushed upon us in our dark day.

3) Just because a friendly, respectable, smooth-talking and popular preacher is on TV or the radio doesn’t mean he’s teaching the real gospel message. It is most alarming that people dare to associate once saved always saved (OSAS) with the gospel or grace and it has not only been done, but sadly, even widely accepted by many who own Bibles.

4) The venomous, so-called “gospel” from OSAS teachers Standey and MacDarthur in our cartoon strip are actual teachings that have gone over the air or put in books to potentially millions of people. There is no way to know how many times immorality has been committed such as adultery, suicide and criminal acts because of these declarations and others just like them. Sadly, their demonic message has already spread around the world and deceived multiple millions.

5) Many congregations are nothing more than religious social clubs where people have dinners together and visit certain attractions, just like in the world. In contrast, a New Testament congregation is to be a spiritual training camp to equip the saints for various good deeds and evangelism as well as a spiritual hospital for the people to get spiritual medicine and treatment to be healed and revived. Christians are to work in the vineyard and sacrifice for the sake of souls. You will be held responsible for your time, money, knowledge, abilities and opportunities that God has allowed you to work with now to bring forth fruit for the Kingdom of God. You are to use these in your battle for eternity in a most diligent way.

6) To support OSAS, the teachers of such have often: (1) Taken Scripture out of context such as what they do with John 10:28, etc.; (2) Reason from the natural to the spiritual such as saying, “You will always be your father’s child regardless how bad your behavior may become”; (3) Misrepresent Christians who hold to a conditional security by saying
something like, “They are teaching a ‘works salvation!’” or are “denying we are saved by grace.” These and other objections are nothing but distortions of the facts.

7) True Christians in the past have been deceived and led away from God by false teachers. See 2 Tim. 2:18 cf. Rom. 16:17,18; 2 Cor. 11:3,4; Col. 2:18; etc. It is nothing less than vital to learn the message of the Bible for ourselves and cleave to it above any other message that might come our way over TV, radio, in books, through dreams, visions, prophecies, experiences, angels, testimonies, feelings, miracles, etc. The Bible is God’s eternal word and our standard for spiritual truth. Your eternal destiny depends on what you do with the message of the Bible.

8) All Christians are to be WARNING others not to sin. That doesn’t mean just the wicked but also the righteous:

Again, when a righteous man turns from his righteousness and does evil, and I put a stumbling block before him, he will die. Since you did not warn him, he will die for his sin. The righteous things he did will not be remembered, and I will hold you accountable for his blood. But if you do warn the righteous man not to sin and he does not sin, he will surely live because he took warning, and you will have saved yourself. (Ezek. 3:20,21)

But if a righteous man turns from his righteousness and commits sin and does the same detestable things the wicked man does, will he live? None of the righteous things he has done will be remembered. Because of the unfaithfulness he is guilty of and because of the sins he has committed, he will die. Yet you say, “The way of the Lord is not just.” Hear, O house of Israel: Is my way unjust? Is it not your ways that are unjust? If a righteous man turns from his righteousness and commits sin, he will die for it; because of the sin he has committed he will die. (Ezek. 18:24-26)

If I tell the righteous man that he will surely live, but then he trusts in his righteousness and does evil, none of the righteous things he has done will be remembered; he will die for the evil he has done. (Ezek. 33:13)

A warning not to sin or you will die spiritually ...

A warning not to sin or you will die spiritually can be a life-sustaining blessing for the righteous, who heed the warning. The eternal security teachers of our day are not able to declare a warning of this magnitude for it contradicts their doctrine. This alone shows their teaching is not from God.
If a righteous man turns from his righteousness and does evil, he will die for it. And if a wicked man turns away from his wickedness and does what is just and right, he will live by doing so. Yet, O house of Israel, you say, “The way of the Lord is not just.” But I will judge each of you according to his own ways. (Ezek. 33:18-20)

*** A warning not to sin or you will die spiritually can be a life-sustaining blessing for the righteous, who heed the warning. The eternal security teachers of our day are not able to declare a warning of this magnitude for it contradicts their doctrine. This alone shows their teaching is not from God.

Again, the righteous will continue to live because “he took warning” and did not do evil. So it isn’t because he is eternally secure even if he turns to evil that he will continue to live, but only because he refrained from evil. On the other hand, if he would turn to the so-called occasional acts of adultery, drunkenness, theft, slander, etc., then he would not continue to live, but would die spiritually. Sadly, some so-called “shepherds” who reject the OSAS teaching are really poisoning the sheep and not feeding them truth by stating that occasional acts of adultery, drunkenness, theft, homosexuality, etc. won’t cause loss of salvation. To them it must be “lifestyle.” In some ways, they can do more harm to a Christian than an OSAS teacher.
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Remember, sin can bring the righteous to their spiritual death and will keep the wicked in a spiritually dead condition. Your worst enemy, the devil, tempts you to sin because of what it does, but he also tries to conceal its deadly potential through the OSAS teaching and those who say your sin must be “lifestyle” for you to be unsaved.

You can obtain a softback copy of the 801 page book, The Believer’s Conditional Security (a thorough Biblical refutation to eternal security), by making your check for $23.45 payable to Evangelical Outreach, PO Box 265, Washington, PA 15301. (If you are outside the USA, please send $29.95.) God bless you.